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Vision: 
-To create a theatre and movie makers community
-To bring together students, theatre artists, movie makers and other creative people
- To provide them both – accommodation  and work spaces 



-To develop a culture centre of theatre and movie making art. 
-To create a new space for students to get together, organize workshops, and 
for creative cooperation.



Why Nottingham city suits for movie and theatre art community? 
- Nottingham has the only one theatre in the UK which is created only by the 

students. 
- "New Theatre" has won many awards and it is well known in the UK. 

Both Universities of Nottingham city have movie making and theatre art study 
programs.

- It would also be convenient to accommodate students from other cities as 
Nottingham is in the geographical centre of the UK



Urban context:

• To reconnect the site to the city, we propose a cycle route along the riverside. It 
would include a bridge over the basin. The basin would be an attractive new 
destination for river tourists. 



• All elements of the urban composition are connected by the main 
axis. It goes wider towards the river to open the view





Existing buildings:

• Three existing warehouses and their monumental structure suit for workshops, cinemas and 
theatre. We propose to convert the first building to a hostel with a cafe and shops. 

•The second building can function as a space for workshops, and movie making studios.
•The third building will be used as a theatre.





Residential units

• The inspiration for family housing is a traditional terrace house. A simple 
architectural form of the house allows to maintain a good multi-comfort house 
requirements. 

• Living area is facing south and allows maximum daylight. A big terrace with winter 
garden creates a user's comfort.



• While designing the complex, we paid significant attention to the ecological 
aspect and finding ways to save energy: 

• The water from the river is used for preheating the spaces in winter and for 
cooling in summer

Sustainable solutions

EXISTING BUILDINGS SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS



• The rainwater is collected and recycled for domestic use.

• The outside profile of the houses is minimized to avoid heat losses.

• Photovoltaic solar panels are installed to collect solar energy.

• In the winter garden we use special windows for passive houses to avoid 
heat losses.





THANK YOU.


